Argo detecting mixed layer intra-seasonal variations in Tropical Indian Ocean
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Why SST cooling?

- **What we have known ...**
  - Less solar radiation
  - Stronger latent heat release

- **What we are not sure ...**
  - Temperature advection
  - Entrainment through the bottom of mixed layer

**One key point:** lack of subsurface observation
Argo Network, as of June 2006
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Indian Ocean Argo Profile Density

Time evolution of the number of Argo Profiles in Indian Ocean
MLD data sets available

- Monterey and Levitus, 1997
- de Boyer Montégut et al, 2004

MLD Ref. level 10m below the surface
Potential Density Criteria: 0.03kg/m^3

BLT = ID - MLD
ID Ref. level 10m below the surface, Temperature criteria 0.2°C
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Implication of the interannual ISO variations

Yu et al., 2006
Summary

1. Monthly MLD/BLT data sets derived from Argo
2. First evidence of the basin-scale mixed layer variations during ISO: negative correlation between MLD and SST
3. Ocean process contribute to the SST variations during ISO
4. Data basis for the ocean-atmosphere interaction during ISO
5. Potential implication for the interannual ISO variations